shoulder and the neck. Late Fedorovo pottery is marked by poorer ornament and a shifting of the ornamented zones. In accordance with the statistically stable aggregate of the dwelling types, the burial rite and the ceramics one distinguishes in Central Asia several independent cultures and types of monuments of the Andronovo cultural community.
Tazabagyab culture: The Aral Sea Littoral variant
This culture was discovered to the south of the Aral Sea in the desert over the ancient dried-up river-beds of the Amu-Darya (future Khorezm). Around fifty settlements have been discovered: Kavat 3, Angka 5, Bayram-Kazgan, Kokcha 15, 15a, 16, Dzhanbas 21 and the Kokcha 3 cemetery (Tolstov 1948 (Tolstov , 1962 Itina 1961 Itina , 1967 Itina , 1977 Itina , 1978 Vinogradov et al. 1996) . Large settlements are absent; the dwellings are located in twos and threes among the fields. The house is semisubterranean of timber-frame type measuring 7-12 x l0-14 m. In the center there is a square (more rarely circular) hearth with clay sides, storage pits and querns. The entrance is a corridor-ramp leading to the open terrace.
As distinct from the other steppe cultures, Khorezm's economy was based on irrigation farming. The 150-200m long canals would irrigate small rectangular fields (Andrianov 1969). Cattle and particularly ovicaprids, horses and Bactrian camels were reared. The short-term sites in the sands point to a mobile type of cattle-breeding. The use of wheeled transport is evidenced by clay models of wheels. The source of ore was the Bukan-tau and Tamdy-tau mountains, where ancient workings and copper-smelteries were discovered (Itina 1977: 136, 137) . The findings of a special ladle for pouring metal and stone molds are indicative of the household exchange type of metalworking. With regard to the types of articles, particularly adzes and figure-of-eight temple rings, Khorezm belonged to the western Andronovo metallurgical province and was especially close to the Elenovka-Ushkatta center.
The ceramics of Khorezm are hand-made and represented by the pots of the Andronovo type with a rounded shoulder or a ledge, the Timber-grave biconical pots, jars and specific vessels with a globular body and a narrow neck. Sixty percent of the pots are decorated with an ornament executed in indented (20%) or plain stamp and incision. Apart from the Andronovo and Timber-grave elements of the geometrical ornament, there are specific open triangles, and triangles with a fringe.
The cemetery of Kokcha 3 contains around a hundred burials in earthen pits (there were no kurgans). The dead lie flexed, their head to the west, men on their right, women on their left side. There are double burials of mixed sex. At the head stands one, rarely, two vessels; women occasionally wear bracelets, temple rings, beads. The cults of Khorezm are also evidenced by figurines of the horse and camel.
The cultural attribution and origin of Khorezm's sites are disputed. A. Askarov (1962a: 3,17; 1966: 187, 213); Gulyamov et al. (1966); Zadneprovsky (1966 : 213), M. Gryaznov (1970 , and N. Avanesova (1962: 57-59 ) assign these sites to the Andronovo culture. On the other hand, S. Tolstov (1962: 57-59) and M. Itina (1977: 139, 140, 176) regard them as a special culture formed from the
